SELLING LOSERS AND WINNERS: A TEST OF THE DISPOSITION AND HOUSE MONEY EFFECT

Abstract:
This paper tests the disposition and house money effect across market states in the context of mutual fund investors in China, based on a sample period that extends from January 2006 to December 2017. Previous studies primarily document the existence of the disposition effect in China without addressing: first, the impact of market states (bullish, bearish, and neutral market) on the investors’ disposition effect; and, second, we separate the fund performance according to the different levels of gains and losses. Our results suggest that investors are characterized by a house money effect when they have extreme capital gains under a bull market, and investors are characterized by an inverse disposition effect (they redeem their losing mutual fund units) when they have moderate capital losses under a neutral market. Thus, disposition effect is not uniform; it varies across market states in China. Our findings are robust to aggregate, investor levels, and the others robustness testing factors.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the topic of behavioral finance has attracted much attention, economists have come to appreciate the importance of household investment decisions for understanding both decision-making under risk and the behavior of investors in financial markets (e.g., Campbell, 2006). One of the most robust facts describing individual trading behavior is the disposition effect (hereafter DE). The DE, as suggested by Shefrin and Statman (1985) may be implicitly summed up as “sell winners too early and ride losers too long,” which depicts risk aversion in the winning shares and risk seeking in the losing shares.

Many studies have indicated that many factors that determine whether investors will redeem the funds or not. The fund risk\(^1\) is one of the key factor (e.g. Chevalier and Ellison, 1997; Liu, Longestaff and Pan, 2003; O’Neal, 2004). According to past studies, the patterns based on which investors dispose of funds might differ under different market states (e.g. Lee et al., 2002; Cooper et al., 2004; Huang, 2006; Tetlock, 2007). Lee et al. (2002) argue that investor sentiment is associated with different market states. Therefore, market state affects the investor’s investment decision. They state that ‘...bullish (bearish) shifts in sentiment lead to downward (upward) revisions in the volatility of returns and are associated with higher (lower) future excess returns’ (p. 2281). Lee et al. (2013) suggest that fund investors in Taiwan have a DE and exhibit several kinds of redemption behavior for different market states.

In an apparently puzzling contrast, the disposition effect is reversed in mutual funds, as investors have a greater propensity to being aversion in the losing shares and risk seeking in the winner shares. This fact has been known at least since Friend, Blume, and Crockett (1970), but has been discussed primarily in the context of the positive performance-flow relationship (e.g., Chevalier and Ellison, 1997; Lee et al. 2013; Aspare and Hoffmann, 2015), funds that exhibit winning shares receive lower outflows than losing shares. The other effect coined the term of house money effect, reflect evidence in the context of individuals tend to be more risk taking following winning shares, while being more risk averse following losing shares. Thaler and Johnson (1990), coined the term house money effect to reflect evidence in the context of financial gambles that individuals tend to be more risk taking following prior gains (i.e., when gambling with the casino’s money rather than their own), while being more risk averse following prior losses.

Do the disposition, reverse disposition and house money effects coexist? In China, more than $4481 billion are invested in equity mutual funds in 2017\(^2\), the vast majority

\(^1\) In prior research (Chevalier and Ellison, 1997; Liu, Longestaff and Pan, 2003; O’Neal, 2004) the volatility of the return in the past one year was often used. In other words, the standard deviation served as the proxy variable for the fund risk.

\(^2\) Source: Thomson reuters Lipper.
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of funds remains actively managed. According to past studies, the patterns based on which investors dispose of funds might differ under different market states, with the result that we hypothesize that the patterns of DE might differ under different market states. Studies on the DE in the case of China, they rarely mentioned that. We not only investigate whether fund investors have different patterns of DE differences under different market states, but also investigate whether the investors have different patterns of DE in terms of performance. Lee et al. (2013) adopts the simulation method to identify the market states according to bullish, bearish and neutral market states, and five indicators of fund performance. In our study, cite Lee et al. (2013) to examine the DE in China. The results of the data in our study include 52 funds covering 48 seasons (from Q1 2006 and Q4, 17). According to past studies, we hypothesize that the patterns of DE might be different under different market states and differences in performance.4

We find that fund investors redeem less when their investments have extreme capital gains under a bull market, in which case they exhibit the house money effect, and they redeem more when their investments have losses under a neutral market, in which case they exhibit an inverse DE. Likewise, they redeem more when their investments have extreme capital losses under a non-bull market, and they exhibit an inverse DE. Thus, the DE is not uniform. It differs with respect to different market conditions. In addition, the DE phenomenon also exists among China’s mutual fund investors as well. It therefore seems important to be mindful of such differences when studying the investors’ DEs. If the fund management decisions fail to consider the different market states and differences in fund performance, this might give rise to some bias and might reduce the effectiveness of related policies. Its benefit for the funding corporations or financial supervisory bodies in China is that it should help establish different management decisions under different market states. Therefore, it is an important issue for us to study.

2. Literature review and hypotheses development

2.1 Market states and DE

In our study, we attempt to examine the DE, i.e., that concerned with the redemption behavior of fund investors. However, by drawing a comparison with past research, the study has two features: first, we have a longer sample period and investigate the DE under different market states. Past research, by contrast, considers data for only about

---

3 Zhao et al., 2005; Wang, 2005; Gao and Kling, 2006; Sun et al., 2007; Vin et al., 2009; Chi et al., 2011.
4 Past research uses data for about 14 seasons when studying fund investors in China. For example, the sample period of Chan and Yang (2010) covers 12 seasons from 2007 to 2009. In addition, most of the sample period in Feng (2009) covers a bull market, most of which is both bullish and bearish. However, it does not include a neutral market for the sample period in Chan and Yang (2010).
5 Wang, 2005; Feng, 2009; Lee et al., 2010a, b; Zhou, 2011; Lee et al., 2013; Newton et al., 2013; Duxbury et al., 2015; Chang, 2016
14 seasons when examining fund investors in China, besides that, most of the sample period is characterized by a bullish market and most of that period is either bullish or bearish; it does not include a neutral market for the sample period. In our study, our sample for open-end equity funds in China covers the period from 2006 to 2017 and includes bullish, bearish and neutral market conditions.

Many studies find that the investor’s investment will be affected by the market states\(^6\). In addition, Lee et al. (2013) indicated that investor sentiment is associated with the market states and, therefore, the market states affect the investor’s investment decision. In order to identify the market states, following Lee et al. (2013) we adopt the SSE composite index as the indicator to classify the market state as a bull market, a bear market or a neutral market. There is little research that has been done on redemption behavior. We not only investigate the DE under differences in market states, but we also investigate the DE under differences in performance in China.

### 2.2 Hypotheses development

Since we study the DE under three market states, we therefore propose three hypotheses. Thaler and Johnson (1990) suggested that people will take a risk when they have capital gains. In other words, they are reluctant to redeem the funds with capital gains. According to Lee et al. (2013), under a bull market, investors are more positive than under a bear or a neutral market. Therefore, compared to a bear or a neutral market, investors expect that the probability of reversing losses into gains or limiting losses is higher. Thus, investors prefer to less actively redeem the losing mutual fund units under a bull market. Our first hypothesis is:

H1: “Mutual fund investors are more reluctant to redeem their mutual funds when the mutual funds have extreme capital gains” under a bull market than under a bear or a neutral market.

According to Lee et al. (2013), when the market is neutral, the market trend is hard to predict. Thus, investors will lock in their unrealized gains and stop their losses quickly. We expect that investors will actively redeem their mutual fund units in the cases of mutual funds that are either winners or losers in a neutral market. Our second hypothesis is:

H2: “Investors actively redeem mutual fund units that are either winners or losers” under a neutral market as opposed to under a bull or a bear market.

\(^6\) Lee, Jiang and Indro, 2002; Cooper, Gutierrez and Hameed, 2004; Huang, 2006; Tetlock, 2007; Lee et al., 2013, etc.
According to Lee et al. (2013), under a bull (bear) market, investors expect that the probability of reversing losses into gains or limiting losses is higher (lower). Thus, investors prefer less (more) to actively redeem mutual funds that are losers under a bull (bear) market. Our third hypothesis is:

H3: “Mutual fund investors more actively redeem their mutual funds when the mutual funds incur extreme capital losses” under a bear market or a neutral market than under a bull market.

3. Data and methods

3.1 Data

There are two data sources used to study redemption behavior in China, the first being at the investor level, which consists of the personal transactions data of investors, while the second one is at the fund level, which comprises the aggregate transactions data of funds. Based on the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Securities Investment Funds (introduced in China on June 01, 2013), it is hard to obtain data at the individual level. Therefore, many studies have replaced the individual investors’ data with fund data, and the fund data roughly represent the mean of the individual investors’ data. Many mutual fund studies use the aggregate approach. In taking the performance indicators as an example, the above studies all regard the fund’s performance as the individual investors’ performance.

3.2 Sample period

Compared with past research, the sample periods is shorter and only includes bull or bear markets, and does not include neutral markets. Our sample period covers the period from 1Q 2006 to 4Q 2017, or 48 quarters. There are two reasons for this sample period being chosen. First, the number of mutual funds is sufficient for the data to constitute big data. Second, this sample period has three market states, and therefore the conclusions reached are more representative. Although we have chosen fund investors as the focus of our research, the characteristics of the stock market, bond market and money market are different (Anthony and Musto, 2003). Compared to past research in other countries, which is usually concentrated on open-end fund investors as the sample (Jonathan, 2004; Lee et al., 2010a, b; Lee et al., 2013), in China the emphasis is often on the broad market fund, bond fund or hybrid fund investors which are chosen as the research sample. Our sample period extends from 2006 to 2017 using quarterly data for 52 stock funds. The data are obtained from the CSMAR solution. Using mutual fund monthly data, we investigate the disposition effect in an...
aggregate basis. Many mutual studies use the aggregate approach. To get robust results, we also obtain the individual-level data from three mutual funds in a well-known local fund house. The individual data cover 2006 to 2017, with 15431 individuals and 78832 records of mutual fund redemption.

3.3 Identifying market states

While several studies use an ‘eye-ball’ approach to identify bull and bear markets in China, we use a statistical approach to do so. To obtain robust results, the classifications for a bull, a bear, and a neutral market are robust with window lengths of seven to ten months. We use a window length of eight months to conduct our study. The stock market summary statistics of the specific bull, bear, and neutral markets in Taiwan in our sample, there are four sample periods that meet the definition of bull markets. They cover 64 months and account for 44% of the full sample period. The bear markets are three sample periods that meet the definition of bear markets. They cover a total of 28 months and account for 19% of the full sample period. The neutral market lasts for 52 months, and there are three sample periods that meets the definition of neutral markets, and accounts for 36% of the full sample period.

4. Results and discussion

We study the DE across different market states in the context of mutual fund investors. Given that the market state affects investor psychology regarding the future market trends, we conjecture that the DE differs across different market states as well as differing in performance. In our study, the basic model follows Lee et al. (2013), with the redemption rate as the dependent variable, and the raw return, market adjusted return, Jensen’s alpha, the Sharpe ratio, and the information ratio as the major independent variables. The control variables are the natural logarithm of total net assets, the mutual fund risk, the concentration rate of holding stock, and the investment rate of the institution. We follow and modify the model of Lee et al. (2010a) and Lee et al. (2013) to eliminate the turnover rate and management fee rate to prevent collinearity. In past research, there have been two ways of considering the individual effect of each fund, namely, the fixed effect and random effect, with the fixed effect being the most often used. There are three methods for dealing with the panel data fixed effect: the least squares dummy variable (hereafter LSDV), the within effects model, and the between effects model. The LSDV is most often used in past research, and involves the use of a dummy variable for a cross section to catch the difference in the individual effect, with the estimator of other independent variables still being fixed for each fund. Therefore, in our study, we follow Lee et al. (2013) and use LSDV to deal with the fixed effect in the regression panel data. The model is as follows:

---

8 Sirri and Tufano, 1998; Lee et al., 2013
RED_{i,t} = \sum_{i=1}^{52} \alpha_i D_i + \beta^* MAR_A_{i,t} + \gamma^* Controls + \mu_{i,t} \hspace{1cm} (1)

where i and t show the value of fund i at time t; RED is the redemption rate, which is defined as dollars of redemption divided by the total net asset value of open-end funds; MAR_A is the market adjusted return; Controls represents the control variables; \alpha, \beta and \gamma are coefficients; and \mu_{i,t} is the error term.

RED_{i,t} = \sum_{i=1}^{43} \alpha_i D_i + \beta_1 EXTREWIN_{i,t} + \beta_2 MODERWIN_{i,t} + \beta_3 TIE_{i,t} + \beta_4 MODERLOS_{i,t} + \beta_5 EXTRELOS_{i,t} + \beta_6 Controls + \varepsilon_{i,t} \hspace{1cm} (2)

Moreover, in order to investigate the DE, we classify the mutual fund performance into five indicators, namely, extreme capital gains (EXTREWIN), moderate capital gains (MODERWIN), ineligible capital gains or losses or the same capital gain (TIE), moderate capital losses (MODERLOS) and extreme capital losses (EXTRELOS). As for the five performance indicators, TIE is the range into which MAR_A falls into ±10%. The remaining positive 90% is further divided into two parts, where EXTREWIN and MODERWIN fall within the range of the top 45% and the middle 45% of MAR_A, respectively. Similar definitions apply to EXTRELOS and MODERLOS for the remaining negative 90% of MAR_A. The redemption rates under each market state are different, which suggests that mutual fund investors’ aggregate redemption behavior differs across different market states. For example, the mean redemption rate when mutual funds have extreme capital gains (EXTREWIN) in bull and bear markets is 29.07% and 14.29%, respectively. Hence, it would be interesting to examine the DE across market states.

4.2 Estimation results

First, we examine the results for testing Hypothesis 1: “Mutual fund investors are more reluctant to redeem their mutual funds when the mutual funds have an extreme capital gain” under a bull market rather than under a bear or neutral market. The results of our estimation support Hypothesis 1, for the coefficient (-0.67) of EXTREWIN is negative and significant at the 10% level under a bull market and smaller than the coefficient under a bear (-0.02, insignificant) and neutral market (0.19, insignificant). Therefore, our estimation results support Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 2: “Investors actively redeem mutual fund units that are either winners or losers” under a neutral market as opposed to under a bull or a bear market. Our estimate results only support that “Investors actively redeem mutual fund units that are
losers under a neutral market as opposed to under a bull or a bear market”. The condition for supporting Hypothesis 2 is that the coefficient of a winner (EXTREWIN and MODERWIN) is positive and significant under a neutral market and higher than the coefficient under a bull or bear market; the coefficient of a loser (EXTRELOS and MODERLOS) is negative and significant under a neutral market and smaller than the coefficient under a bull or bear market. The coefficient (-0.67) of EXTREWIN is negative and significant at the 10% level under a bull market and smaller than the coefficient under a bear (-0.02, insignificant) and neutral market (0.19, insignificant). Therefore, our estimation results do not support Hypothesis 2 when investments have extreme capital gains. Similarly, when investments have moderate capital gains, the coefficients of MODERWIN are all insignificant under a bull, bear or neutral market. Therefore, our estimation results do not support Hypothesis 2 when investments have moderate capital gains. Furthermore, when investments have moderate capital losses, the coefficients of MODERLOS are insignificant under a bull or bear market, but significant at the 5% level under a neutral market, the coefficient being -0.78. Therefore, our estimation results support Hypothesis 2 when investments have moderate capital losses. When investments have extreme capital losses, the coefficient of EXTRELOS is insignificant under a bull market, but significant at the 5% and 1% levels under a bull or neutral market, in which cases the coefficients are -0.08 and -0.40, respectively. Therefore, our estimation results support Hypothesis 2 when investments have extreme capital losses.

Hypothesis 3: “Mutual fund investors more actively redeem their mutual funds when the mutual funds incur extreme capital losses” under a bear market or a neutral market than under a bull market. When investments have extreme capital losses, the coefficients of EXTRELOS are insignificant under a bull market, but significant at the 5% and 1% levels under a bull or neutral market, the coefficients being -0.08 and -0.40, respectively. Therefore, our results support Hypothesis 3 when investments have extreme capital losses. Hence, it is imperative to closely examine how different market states interact with the DE. We find that fund investors redeem less when their investments have extreme capital gains under a bull market, and they exhibit the house money effect. They redeem more when their investments have losses under a neutral market, and they exhibit an inverse DE. They also redeem more when their investments have extreme capital losses under a non-bull market, in which case they exhibit an inverse DE.

We summarize the results of the estimation in Table 2. We find that fund investors redeem less when their investments have extreme capital gains under a bull market, and they exhibit a house money effect, but they redeem more when their investments have losses under a neutral market, and they exhibit an inverse DE. In addition, they redeem more when their investments have extreme capital losses under a non-bull market, and they exhibit an inverse DE. Thus, the DE is not uniform. It is different with respect to different market states. In addition, the DE phenomenon also exists among
China’s mutual fund investors. It therefore seems important to be mindful of such differences when studying fund investors’ DEs. If the fund management decisions fail to consider the different market states and differences in fund performance, this might give rise to some bias and might reduce the effectiveness of the policies.

5. Conclusion

We study the redemption behavior under different market states for different levels of fund performance. The sample period extends from the first quarter of 2006 to the fourth quarter of 2017, thereby covering 48 quarters and 52 open-end stock funds. Compared to past research, this study has two features. First of all, it has a longer sample period, including bull, bear and neutral market states. Second, we identify market states to study the redemption behavior under different levels of gains and losses, in order to recover different patterns of redemption behavior. To check the robustness of our empirical results, we consider the following modifications. First, we consider another proxy variable for the performance indicator employed in our empirical analysis. Second, we consider different accumulated periods of the performance indicators. Third, we use different methods to identify the market states. We find that the empirical results give rise to only insignificant differences.

We find that fund investors redeem less when their investments have extreme capital gains under a bull market, in which case they exhibit the house money effect, and they redeem more when their investments have losses under a neutral market, in which case they exhibit an inverse DE. Likewise, they redeem more when their investments have extreme capital losses under a non-bull market, and they exhibit an inverse DE. Thus, the DE is not uniform. It differs with respect to different market conditions. In addition, the DE phenomenon also exists among China’s mutual fund investors as well. It therefore seems important to be mindful of such differences when studying the investors’ DEs. If the fund management decisions fail to consider the different market states and differences in fund performance, this might give rise to some bias and might reduce the effectiveness of related policies.
Table 1: Estimation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Redemption Rate (RED)</th>
<th>Market states</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full Samples</td>
<td>Bull Market</td>
<td>Bear Market</td>
<td>Neutral Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXTRAWIN</strong></td>
<td>-0.26(-1.81)a</td>
<td>-0.67(-1.86)a</td>
<td>-0.02(-0.14)</td>
<td>0.19(1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODERWIN</strong></td>
<td>-0.59(-1.06)</td>
<td>2.07(1.09)</td>
<td>0.52(0.93)</td>
<td>0.05(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIE</strong></td>
<td>1.31(0.27)</td>
<td>-1.93(-0.09)</td>
<td>3.80(0.89)</td>
<td>2.60(0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODERLOS</strong></td>
<td>0.31(0.63)</td>
<td>1.30(0.93)</td>
<td>0.06(0.10)</td>
<td>-0.78(-2.29)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXTRELOS</strong></td>
<td>-0.14(-2.98)c</td>
<td>0.03(0.30)</td>
<td>-0.08(-1.85)a</td>
<td>-0.40(-3.07)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted R Square</strong></td>
<td>23.70%</td>
<td>21.84%</td>
<td>10.94%</td>
<td>17.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: We present the results for the full sample, and bull, bear, and neutral markets in columns (2) to (5). We need to be cautious when we interpret the coefficients for the extreme and moderate capital losses coefficients. Because these two variables are negative by nature, positive estimated coefficients mean less redemption or vice versa. EXTREWIN is the extreme capital gain, MODERWIN is the moderate capital gain, TIE is an ineligible capital gain or loss, MODERLOS is the moderate capital loss, EXTRELOS is the extreme capital loss. a, b, and c denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. Standard errors are shown in the parentheses.

Table 2: Summary of estimation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bull Market</td>
<td>Bear Market</td>
<td>Neutral Market</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXTREWIN</strong></td>
<td>House money effect</td>
<td>House money effect</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODERWIN</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIE</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODERLOS</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Inverse DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXTRELOS</strong></td>
<td>Inverse DE</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Inverse DE</td>
<td>Inverse DE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: EXTREWIN is the extreme capital gain, MODERWIN is the moderate capital gain, TIE is an ineligible capital gain or loss, MODERLOS is the moderate capital loss, EXTRELOS is the extreme capital loss.
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